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PIIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain) –

Short term external debt to Government revenue

A country's l iquidity may be assessed by the

proportion of short term external debt that can

be covered by its international reserves — we

have seen that PI IGS have a low coverage

rate — and by the abil ity to meet short term

external debt, defined

as debt that has an

original maturity of

one year or less, with

its annual fiscal

revenue.

As the chart shows,

up to 2009, with the

exception of I taly,

PI IGS are short on

generating enough

annual taxes to pay

short term debt. In

spite of significant tax increases, at average

annual rates of 5.4% and 5.6% for Portugal

and Spain, 6.5% and 6.6% for I taly and

Ireland, and 8.3% for Greece, implying the

doubling of fiscal burdens between 9 and 1 3

years fol lowing the case, the fact is that this

indicator has been increasing over time,

indicating that the country may have budgetary

problems in servicing its debt.

Comparable data available for government

revenue stops at 2009. However, since 2008

all PI IGS suffered from a contraction of GDP in

real US dollars (2005=1 00) at rates varying

from -6% to -11 %. Under such circumstances,

increases in tax and other mandatory

contributions that governments may have

imposed on their populations with a view to

increase their annual revenue, are l ikely

insufficient to achieve much more than

compensate for the serious loss of the tax

base that is GDP. In fact it is known that, at

least in some countries of the PI IGS area, the

combination of a recessive economy, a

slowdown of trade, mounting unemployment,

cuts of salaries, wages and social benefits,

and a significant

contraction of

consumption have

driven revenue from

taxes significantly

down, while external

debt keeps growing.

The net result is a

foreseeable ongoing

deterioration of the

indicator. I t is

consensual that a

debt to tax ratio

performs extremely well in predicting the risk

of a debt crisis, the threshold having been

placed at 300% (or a ratio of 3). By now, the

majority of, maybe all PI IGS have likely, if not

reached and overtaken the 300% alarm

threshold, at least not remained far below. The

debt crisis is the current real ity.

The consequences are gloomy. Risky debtors

command higher interest rates, and

parsimonious credit. This is not what the PI IGS

need. When GDP growth slows down and

exports fal l to the ground, countries need

abundant and cheap credit to stimulate the

economy, foster ful l employment, encourage

consumption, and generate more fiscal

revenue from higher domestic income, not

from higher tax rates. But the customary

government response is to slash social

benefits for the needed, keep taxes rising for

the lower income brackets, freeze salaries and
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wages for those who earn a living from their

work, and mercilessly strangle people's hope

for better tomorrows.

PI IGS have reached this stage, and should

brace themselves for an expected long,

arduous and painful ly demanding crossing of

the forthcoming economic desert.




